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An important spin-off from accelerators is the use of synchrotrons for cancer therapy.
A precise control of the extraction from the synchrotron is needed to satisfy the
medical specifications and this has led to a renewed interest in the basic theory of third-
order resonance extraction.  In the present paper, a complete description of the transit
time in the resonance (the time between a particle becoming unstable and reaching the
electrostatic septum) is developed as a basis for future work predicting spill shapes and
the influence of power supply ripple.  The transit time is evaluated for constant tune
and for a slowly varying tune.  Both cases are subdivided into particles that start close
to the stable point on the extraction separatrix and particles that start far from it
somewhere along the side of the outermost stable triangle.  Of the four expressions
derived, the last turns out to be a good approximation for all cases.  The analytic
expressions are checked against numerical simulation and are shown to be correct to
within a few percent.
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11. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of proton and light ion beams for cancer therapy is now a main
issue in medical research and, as a consequence, an important spin-off for accelerator
technology.  The key issues for synchrotron designers are the precise control of the 3rd
order resonance extraction to meet the medical specifications for spill times, intensities
and uniformity and the design of a synchrotron that works reliably in a hospital
environment, as opposed to a research laboratory.  In the present report, analytic
expressions are derived for the transit time in the resonance, that is the time between a
particle becoming unstable and reaching the electrostatic extraction septum.  This is
regarded as an essential foundation for future work on the prediction of spill shapes, the
influence of power supply ripple and possibly improvements in the efficiency of
feedback systems for stabilizing the spill.
The motion of the particle is described by the ‘Kobayashi’ hamiltonian, HK, see
Ref. 1 by Barton.  This is an approximate hamiltonian, chosen because it can be
manipulated relatively easily and because numerical simulations show that the final
expressions describe the physics to an accuracy of a few percent.
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where XK and X´K are the particle coordinates in normalized phase space [m1/2],
e  = 6 p d Q = 6 p (Qpart - Qres), where Qpart is the tune of the particle and Qres is the tune
of the resonance, and S is the normalized sextupole strength [m-1/2].  A brief reminder
of the meaning of equation (1) is given in Appendix A and the geometry of the phase
space is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.  Phase space as described by the ‘Kobayashi’ hamiltonian.
When making an extraction, the stable area in Figure 1 is shrunk over a period of
the order of 0.5 s, whereas the revolution time in the machine is typically of the order of
0.5 m s and the transit time of the order of 250 m s.  Thus, particles that cross the limiting




































































2the following, the particles along the separatrix B to O´ in Figure 1 will be considered.
The proximity of the extraction trajectories to the separatrices B to O´ and O´ to ES
means that the influence of the stable point O´ will be strong and the particles will spend
most of their time in the vicinity of this point.  It is convenient therefore to change the













S S, , as represented in Figures 1 and 2.  The hamiltonian HK  [m] in the
new coordinates is given by:
H
S
H HX HX X X X XK = + + + -4 4 6 6 3 3





 [m1/2] is the apothem of the triangle.  To simplify the notation, from




H HX HX Y X Y XK = + + + -4 4 6 6 3 3
3 2 2 3( ) (3)
Figure 2.  Change of origin and extraction trajectories.
The Kobayashi hamiltonian has been derived by approximating the phase-space
displacement of a particle every third revolution of the accelerator, and considering the
time of 3 turns as the infinitesimal increment for time.  Thus, in the following, the unit
of measure of the time is 3 revolution periods of the machine, dt ”  3TREV but is
dimensionless (see Appendix A).  The times derived from the following formulas,
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The extraction time for a particle will be worked out integrating the equations of
motion between the starting position and the ES.
2. EXTRACTION TIME WITH CONSTANT PARAMETERS
If d Q, S and D p/p are constant during the extraction time, the particle will follow a
trajectory with constant HK .  Thus it is possible to work out the trajectory equation by
equating the general hamiltonian to the value that it assumes with the initial conditions.
From (3):
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As an example the expressions derived, will be evaluated for the following static
parameters:
• TREV = 0.5 m s
• Spill length = 0.5 s = 106 TREV
• Initial d Q = 3 10-3
• e  = 6 p d Q = 5.65 10-2
• l
†
 = 3 10-6
• S = 36.7 m-1/2
• H = (2/3)( e /S) = 1.03 10-3 m1/2
2.1 Extraction time when starting near stable point O´ (0 < L  < 0.1)
In the vicinity of the fixed point O´, that is |X|, |Y| << H, the third order terms in X
and Y can be neglected.  Simplifying, the trajectory equation (5) results in,
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†
 The value of l  is chosen to correspond to the distance moved by the separatrix during 3 turns in
the example shown in the next sections, when acceleration is taken into account. Its meaning will
4where X0 and Y0 are the coordinates of the starting point.  The substitution of this



















This equation can be integrated by variable separation.  By definition, the
trajectory equation (6) is valid only close to O´, but as the particle approaches
asymptotically the separatrix Y X= -
1
3
 the third order terms in the hamiltonian
cancel out, so that they can also be neglected far from O´ along the outgoing separatrix
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valid for b2 > 4ac, the transit time Tc can be written as
T dt
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It is useful to express all the distances in units of H, thus we define
XES = -nH,
5X0 = - l H,
Y H0 2 3= - L .
For l  = 0, L  = 0 corresponds to the upper corner and L  = 1 to the lower corner




















































where, inside the logarithm, the term ( )23 32l l+ L H  has been neglected with respect
to nH in the first fraction and with respect to l H in the denominator of the second
fraction (since L  is small near to O´).  In the numerator of the second fraction only the
term 3H has been kept.
















the extraction time from the vicinity of O´ in the static case is
6Note that, provided L  << 1, the time needed for a particle to be extracted is
independent of the initial Y coordinate.  For the numerical data given,
Tc = 137.7
which means that the particle needs 413 revolutions to reach the ES.  A numerical
simulation of the extraction process, yields 444 revolutions for L  = 0.1 and 438
revolutions for L  = 0.  The simulation just advances the particle, applying the
displacement that it undergoes each third revolution, see Appendix A, until it reaches
the ES.  The number of iterations multiplied by 3, gives the number of revolutions.
2.2 Time spent along the side of the stable triangle
For a particle starting somewhere along the side of the stable triangle, far from the
stable point O´, the extraction time is given by the sum of the time needed to travel to
O´ and the time needed to go from O´ to the ES.  The motion along the side of the
triangle is determined by the second equation of motion (4) (b).  The trajectory of a
particle starting near the side of the stable triangle is not a straight line but it remains
close to the side for most of its length.  Until |X| << |Y| it is possible to approximate
equation (4) (b), by neglecting the terms in X and X2, so that,
( )dYdt S HY Y» - +4 6 3 3 2 (10)















where the integration has been done between the starting point Y H0 2 3= - L  and
Y AHF = - ,  a point near the corner where the curve will be joined to the trajectory
calculated in the previous Section 2.1.  As the junction point has to be near O´ to allow
the use of (9), A has to be smaller or of the order of 0.1× 2 3 , which corresponds to
L  = 0.1.
2.3 Extraction time for particle starting far from O´ (0.1 < L  < 1)
To correctly join the two trajectories, it is necessary to evaluate the position of the
start of the second.  To do this, we can evaluate the hamiltonian (3) at the starting point
( )- -l H H, 2 3 L  and work out the XF coordinate at YF = -AH.  From
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which does not depend on A, that is on the exact position of the junction point between
the two trajectories.  This expression is valid until (1– L ) >> l , such that the velocity in
Y does not depend on X.










In Appendix B, an alternative formula for the time needed from the lower corner
is presented.
Thus, two expressions, (9) and (13), have been found which predict the time
needed for a particle to be extracted under static conditions.
3. EXTRACTION TIME WITH VARYING PARAMETERS
the extraction time starting far from O´ in the static case is
8Resonant slow extraction can be “activated” in many ways, but the most
common is to vary the tune Q of the machine, by varying the focusing quadrupoles, to
bring the beam into resonance.  Alternatively, it is possible to vary the momentum of
the particles, as d Q = Q´ D p/p.  Varying d Q causes the triangle to shrink, in fact
e p d= 6 Q  is directly proportional to the apothem H of the stable triangle.  Reducing the
size of the triangle causes some particles to pass from the stable region inside the
triangle to the unstable region outside and thus to be extracted.  In this Section a linear
variation of the tune with time, that is &Q  = constant, will be considered.
The main approximations used are the following:
• the relative variation in the size of the triangle during the extraction time will be
small, that is D H << H;
 
• instead of considering the movement of the separatrices as the triangle shrinks, the
relative movement of the separatrix to the particle, will be considered as an additional
contribution to the particle velocity and the triangle will be considered fixed during
the extraction time.  This approximation is illustrated in Figure 3, where the situation
is sketched at two different times t1 and t2, with t2 > t1.
Figure 3.  The relative motion of the particle and the stable triangle.
3.1 Extraction time for particle starting near point O´ (0 < L  < 0.1)
It was shown in the static case, that in this region the extraction time does not






















9particle is assumed to move on the outgoing separatrix Y X= -
1
3
.  With this
assumption, equation (4) (a) becomes:
( )dXdt S HX X= -32 3 2 .
When considering acceleration, it is necessary to add the velocity of the separatrix
as it recedes from the particle.  It is easy to evaluate it in the non translated frame and to
note that the velocity has to be the same in both frames.  In this frame, the separatrix






As the separatrix moves to the right, the particle moves to the left with respect to
it.  Thus, the relative velocity of the particle with respect to the separatrix, is given by:
( )dXdt S HX X S Q= - +32 3 42 p & (15)
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the extraction time from the vicinity of O´ in the dynamic case is
10































































S S Q<< Þ <<
has been used and l  and 
&Q
e










2 . The meaning is that particles start within
one step of the separatrix and the separatrix moves many times during extraction.  The
term in l  has not been suppressed in (16) in order to recover (9) when &Q = 0 .
If the numerical data proposed in Section 2.1 are used with the additional values:
• Dd Q per turn = -3 10-3/106 = -3 10-9
• &Q  = D d Q in 3 turns = -9 10-9
• l  = -D H in 3 turns/H = - &Q/( d Q)0 = 3 10-6
then the transit time Tc,a is 339 machine revolutions, compared to the numerical
simulation result of 357 turns for L  = 0, and 360 turns for L  = 0.1.
3.2 Time spent along the side of the stable triangle
The next step is to evaluate the time needed to travel along the side of the stable
triangle.  The same approximations will be used as before, with the only difference that
the velocity of the separatrix has now to be multiplied by 
2
3
 for geometrical reasons. 
To be considered, is the extraction separatrix O´ to ES, which is moving
downward in Figure 1.  The side of the stable triangle is also moving, but the motion is
quasi-independent of l .  The extraction separatrix moves with the same speed as
before, but only the Y component of its motion is of interest.  Equation (4)(b), provided
that X remains negligible during the particle movement, becomes,
( )dYdt S HY Y S Q= - + -4 6 3 3 832 p & (17)
which, integrated between Y H0 2 3= - L  and Y AHF a, = - ,  gives:
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which is exactly the same as in the case of the static situation, equation (11).  This is
reasonable considering the approximation used, in which the velocity in Y does not
depend on X and in which the variation in the length of the triangle side is negligible in
the time considered.
3.3 Extraction time for particles starting far from O´ (0.1 < L  < 1)
It only remains to evaluate the point where the second integral begins.  The
assumption is made that this point can be calculated by adding the position calculated
under stationary conditions using (12), the first addendum in the following formula,
and the movement of the separatrix, evaluated as the product of the time needed to
move along the side of the triangle times the velocity at which the separatrix moves.
The starting point for the second integral is then:
( )



























The total time to reach the ES for a particle starting from ( )- -l H H, 2 3 L  with L
greater or of the order of 0.1, taking into account the shrinking of the stable triangle, is
given by the sum of the time to move along the side and the time to reach the ES from



































the extraction time starting far from O´ in the dynamic case is
12




















































































This time, A does not fortuitously disappear, as in the static case, thus a value
must be given for it.  As the two regions (near and far from O´) have been previously
divided at L  = 0.1, it seems reasonable to choose A such that the junction point
corresponds to L  = 0.1.  This means A = ×01 2 3. .  Evaluating (19) and (20) with the












It has been possible to express the transit time in a third order resonance in an
analytic form which agrees within a few percent with numerical simulations over the
full range of practical parameters.  The free parameter that determines the liaison
between the trajectory following the side of the stable triangle and the trajectory
following the extraction separatrix has been set to a single value 
3
5 .  If equation (20)
is used for all the cases, then the agreement is good to within 10%.
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The Kobayashi hamiltonian is derived by considering the displacement of a
particle in normalized phase space after three revolutions of the machine (for a third
integer resonance) and integrating the equations of motion which result.  For a tune
value Q close to an integer multiple of 1/3, the particle will turn about 120 (or 240)
degrees in normalized phase space per revolution and after 3 revolutions it will return
close to the starting position.  Taking into account the kicks due to the sextupole to first
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The normalized coordinates have the dimensions m1/2 and the normalized
sextupole strength m-1/2.  Note that since 
dX
dt X= D , the quantity that is used for the
time is dimensionless and equal to the number of times the particle completes 3
revolutions of the accelerator.
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APPENDIX B
Time from the vicinity of point B, 2nd formula
On inspection of the numerical results, it appears that equation (13) is particularly
accurate for L  = 0.5.  This suggests that it would be more accurate to evaluate the time
needed to extract a particle from the region near the lower corner, Tlc, by:
( ) ( )T T Tlc center c= = -2 0 5l l, .L (B1)
where l center is the l  value that the particle will have at the center of the side and
































This expression is valid in the same range of L  as equation (9) but for the lower
corner, that is (1-L ) << 1.
The fact that this expression works better than (13), is probably due to the fact that
some of the approximations made cancel out in the subtraction.
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